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Abstract. We consider past pushdown timed automata that are discrete push-
down timed automata [15] with past-formulas as enabling conditions. Using past
formulas allows a past pushdown timed automaton to access the past values of
the finite state variables in the automaton. We prove that the reachability (i.e.,
the set of reachable configurations from an initial configuration) of a past push-
down timed automaton can be accepted by a nondeterministic reversal-bounded
multicounter machine augmented with a pushdown stack (i.e., a reversal-bounded
NPCM). Using the known fact that the emptiness problem for reversal-bounded
NPCMs is decidable, we show that model-checking past pushdown timed au-
tomata against Presburger safety properties on discrete clocks and stack word
counts is decidable. An example ASTRAL specification is presented to demon-
strate the usefulness of the results.

1 Introduction

As far as model-checking is concerned, the most successful model of infinite state sys-
tems that has been investigated is probably timed automata [2]. A timed automaton can
be considered as a finite automaton augmented with a number of clocks. Enabling con-
ditions in a timed automaton are in the form of (clock) regions: a clock or the difference
of two clocks is tested against an integer constant, e.g., �����
	�� . The region technique
[2] has been used to analyze region reachability, to develop a number of temporal logics
[1, 3–5, 20, 24, 26, 29] and for model-checking tools [19, 23, 30].

The region technique is useful, but obviously not enough. For instance, it is not pos-
sible, using the region technique, to verify whether clock values satisfying a non-region
property � � �� ��� �������� are reachable for a timed automaton. The verification calls
for a decidable characterization for the binary reachability (all the configuration pairs
such that one can reach the other) of a timed automaton. The characterizations have
recently been established in [9] for timed automata and in [15, 12] for timed automata
augmented with a pushdown stack.

In this paper, we consider a class of discrete timed systems, called past pushdown
timed automata. In a past pushdown timed automaton, the enabling condition of a tran-
sition can access some finite state variable’s past values. For instance, consider discrete



clocks � ��� � � and ����� (a clock that never resets, indicating the current time). Suppose
that � and � are two Boolean variables. An enabling condition could be in the form of a
past formula:� �"! � � ! �����$# ��! � � ! �����&%'%(� � �)� � 	+*�,-� %.� �0/21 ��%.� �3/'/24 %.� � 	�� �65879/'/:�
in which � %.� � / and ��%(� � / are (past) values of � and � at times � � and � � , respectively.
Thus, past pushdown timed automata are history dependent; that is, the current state
depends upon the entire history of the transitions leading to the state. The main result of
this paper shows that the reachability of past pushdown timed automata can be accepted
by reversal-bounded multicounter machines augmented with a pushdown stack (i.e.,
reversal-bounded NPCMs). Since the emptiness problem for reversal-bounded NPCMs
is decidable [21], we can show that checking past pushdown timed automata against
Presburger safety properties on discrete clocks and stack word counts is decidable. This
result is not covered by region-based results for model-checking timed pushdown sys-
tems [7], nor by model-checking pushdown systems [6, 16].

Besides their own theoretical interest, history-dependent timed systems have practi-
cal applications. It is a well known principle that breaking a system into several loosely
independent functional modules greatly eases both verification and design work. The
ultimate goal of modularization is to partition a large system, both conceptually and
functionally, into several small modules and to verify each small module instead of ver-
ifying the large system as a whole. That is, verify the correctness of each module with-
out looking at the behaviors of the other modules. This idea is adopted in a real-time
specification language ASTRAL [8], in which a module (called a process) is provided
with an interface section, which is a first-order formula that abstracts its environment.
It is not unusual for these formulas to include complex timing requirements that reflect
the patterns of variable changes. Thus, in this way, even a history independent system
can be specified as a number of history dependent modules (see [8, 10, 13] for a number
of interesting real-time systems specified in ASTRAL). Thus, the results in this paper
have immediate applications in implementing an ASTRAL symbolic model checker.

Past formulas are not new. In fact, they can be expressed in TPTL [5], which is
obtained by including clock constraints (in the form of clock regions) and freeze quan-
tifiers in the Linear Temporal Logic (LTL) [25]. But, in this paper, we put a past formula
into the enabling condition of a transition in a generalized timed system. This makes it
possible to model a real-time machine that is history-dependent. Past formulas can be
expressed through S1S (see Thomas [28] and Straubing [27] for details), which can be
characterized by Buchi (finite) automata. This fact does not imply (at least not in an ob-
vious way) that timed automata augmented with these past formulas can be simulated
by finite automata. In this extended abstract, the complete ASTRAL specification, as
well as some substantial proofs, in particular for Theorems 3, 4 and 6 are omitted. For
a complete exposition see [11].

2 Preliminaries

A nondeterministic multicounter machine (NCM) is a nondeterministic machine with a
finite set of (control) states ; , and a finite number of counters with integer counter val-
ues. Each counter can add 1, subtract 1, or stay unchanged. These counter assignments



are called standard assignments. The machine can also test whether a counter is equal
to, greater than, or less than an integer constant, and these tests are called standard tests.

An NCM can be augmented with a pushdown stack. A nondeterministic pushdown
multicounter machine (NPCM) < is a nondeterministic machine with a finite set of
(control) states ; , a pushdown stack with stack alphabet = , and a finite number of
counters with integer counter values. Both assignments and tests in < are standard.
In addition, < can pop the top symbol from the stack or push a word in =?> on the
top of the stack. It is well-known that counter machines with two counters have un-
decidable halting problem, and obviously the undecidability holds for machines aug-
mented with a pushdown stack. Thus, we have to restrict the behaviors of the coun-
ters. A counter is � -reversal-bounded if it changes mode between nondecreasing and
nonincreasing at most � times. For instance, the following sequence of counter val-
ues:

� � � �A@B�A@C�EDF�EDF�HG��HG��'7��H7��IGF�ID6�A@J�0@C�A@C�A@J�0KAKAK demonstrates only one counter reversal.
A counter is reversal-bounded if it is � -reversal-bounded for some � that is indepen-
dent of the computations. We note that a reversal-bounded < (i.e., each counter in <
is reversal-bounded) does not necessarily limit the number of moves to be finite.

Note that the above defined < does not have an input tape; in this case it is used as
a system specification rather than a language recognizer. When an NPCM < is used as
a language recognizer we attach a separate one-way read-only input tape to the machine
and assign a state in ; as the final (i.e., accepting) state. < accepts an input iff it can
reach an accepting state. When < is reversal-bounded, the emptiness problem (i.e.,
whether < accepts some input) is known to be decidable,

Theorem 1. The emptiness problem for reversal-bounded nondeterministic pushdown
multicounter machines with a one-way input tape is decidable [21].

An NCM can be regarded as an NPCM without the pushdown stack. Thus, the above
theorem also holds for reversal-bounded NCMs. We can also give a nice characteriza-
tion. If L is a set of � -tuples of integers, let MN%OL / be the set of strings representing the
tuples in L (each component, i.e., an integer, in a tuple is encoded as a unary string). It
was shown in [21] that if M$%OL / is accepted by a reversal-bounded nondeterministic mul-
ticounter machine, then L is semilinear. The converse is obvious. Since L is semilinear
if and only if it is definable by a Presburger formula, we have:

Theorem 2. A set of � -tuples of integers is definable by a Presburger formula iff it can
be accepted by a reversal-bounded nondeterministic multicounter machine [21].

3 Past Formulas

Let P be a finite set of finite state variables, i.e., their domains are a bounded range
of integers. We use � � � KAK0K to denote them. Without loss of generality, we assume they
are Boolean variables. All clocks are discrete. Let ����� be the clock representing the
current time. Let Q be a finite set of integer-valued variables. Past-formulas are defined
as RTSUS 1 � %.� /WV �X	�� V �Y	[Z 5 � VC\^] R`_ � � �����-a V R8bR V3c R �
where �edfP , � and Z are in Qhgji3�����lk , �mdnQ , and � is an integer. Intuitively,��%(� / is the variable � ’s value at time � , i.e., Past %(� � � / in ASTRAL [8]. Quantification



\W] R`_ � � �����-a , with �?o1 ����� (i.e., ����� can not be quantified), means, for all � from 0 to����� ,
R

holds. An appearance of � in \p] R`_ � � �����-a is called bounded. We assume any �
is bounded by at most one \p] . � is free in

R
if � is not bounded in

R
.
R

is closed if �����
is the only free variable. Past-formulas are interpreted on a history of Boolean variables.
A history consists of a sequence of boolean values for each variable �YdTP . The length
of every sequence is q +1, where q is the value of ����� . Formally, a history r is a pairs i9tA�ut�k�v�wCx � q`y , where qzd|{2} is a nonnegative integer representing the value of ����� ,
and for each �zd+P , the mapping tA� t S �6~U~ q 4 i � �A@ k gives the Boolean value of �
at each time point from

�
to q . Let � S Q 4 {W} be a valuation for variables in Q .

Thus ��%.� / dz{2} denotes the value of ��d?Q under this valuation � . We use ��%(����� /
to denote replacing � ’s value in the valuation with a non-negative integer � . Given a
history r and a valuation � , the interpretations of past-formulas are as follows, for
each � � Z�d�Q�g�i3�����lk and each �Td�Q ,t:��tA�^� � 1 ��%(� / , t:�����"tA�^� � 1 q ,t�� %.� / tA�^� ���8� tA�utJ%Ht���t��^� � / , t��X	��2t��^� ����� t:��t��^� �T	j� ,t c R t��^� ����� not t R t��^� � � t R � bR � tA�^� ���8� t R � tA�^� � or t R � tA�^� � .t:�X	�Z 5 �2t �^� � ��� t���t �^� � 	nt�Z t �^� � 5 � ,t \ ] R`_ � � �����-a�t �^� � ��� for all � with

��! � ! q , t R t �^� ���U��� ]3� ,
When

R
is a closed formula, we write t R t � instead of, for all � , t R t �^� � . We use � ]

to denote c^\ ] c .
A history r can be regarded as a sequence of snapshots L�� �AK0KAK�� Lu� such that each

snapshot gives a value for each �d�P . When ����� progresses from q to q 5�@ historyr is updated to a new history r|� by adding a new snapshot L � } � to history r . This
newly added snapshot represents the new values of �XdP at the new current time q 5|@ .
Is there any way to calculate the truth value of the formula under r�� by using the new
snapshot L � } � and the truth value of the formula under r ? If this can be done, the truth
value of the formula can be updated along with the history’s update from q to q 5e@ ,
without looking back at the old snapshots L � �AK0KAK�� L � . The rest of this section shows
that this can be done.

A Boolean function is a mapping {W} 4 i � �0@ k . A Boolean predicate is a mappingi � �0@ k�� 4 i � �A@ k for some � . We use � � �AK0KAK0� �6  x   to denote the Boolean functions
representing the truth value of each �|d�P at each time point. Obviously, � � �0KAK0K�� �6  x  
can be obtained by extending q to ¡ in a history. When � � �AK0KAK�� �6  x   are given, a closed
past formula can be regarded as a Boolean function: the truth value of the formula at
time ¢ is the interpretation of the formula under the history �¤£H% � /:�0KAK0KA� �J£H%.¢ / for each @ !¥ ! V P V . Given closed past formulas

R
, ¦ ���0KAKAKA� ¦B� (for some � ), we use § � § ���AKAK0KA� § � to

denote the Boolean functions for them, respectively.

Theorem 3. For any closed past formula
R

, there are closed past formulas ¦ � �AK0KAKA� ¦ � ,
and Boolean predicates ¨ � ¨ �J�AKAK0KA� ¨$� such that, for any given Boolean functions � ���KAKAK0� �6  x   , the Boolean functions § � § �3�0KAK0K�� §u� (defined above) satisfy: for all ¢ in {W} ,§�%(¢ 5©@3/�1 ¨�%.� � %.¢ 5+@�/:�0KAKAK0� �6  x  ª%.¢ 5©@3/:� § � %.¢ /��AKAK0KA� § �9%(¢ /'/
and for each

¥
, @ ! ¥ ! � ,§ £ %.¢ 5+@�/�1 ¨ £ %(� � %(¢ 5©@3/��AK0KAKA� �6  x  «%(¢ 5+@�/:� § � %(¢ /:�0KAKAK0� §u�9%.¢ /H/ ~

Therefore, §`%.¢ 5¬@3/ (the truth value of formula
R

at time ¢ 5f@ ), as well as each§ £ %.¢ 5f@3/ , can be recursively calculated by using the values of � ���0KAKAKA� �6  x   at ¢ 5f@ ,



and values of § ���AK0KAK�� § � at ¢ . As we mentioned before, past formulas can be expressed
in TPTL [5]. A tableau technique is proposed in [5] to show that validity checking of
TPTL is decidable. A modification of the technique can be used to prove Theorem 3.

To conclude this section, we point out that once the functions � ���AK0KAK0� �6  x   repre-
senting each � %(����� / for �XdP are known, each closed past formula can be recursively
calculated as in Theorem 3. In the next two sections, we will build past formulas into
transition systems.

4 Past Machines: A Simpler Case

A past-machine < is a tuple
s L � P �H®� �����$y � where L is a finite set of (control) states.P is a finite set of Boolean variables, and ����� is the only clock in < . ����� is used to

indicate the current time.  is a finite set of edges or transitions. Each edge
s°¯ �I±��H²�� ¯ �ªy

denotes a transition from state
¯

to state
¯ � with enabling condition ² and assignments± to the Boolean variables in P . ² is a closed past-formula. ± S P 4 i � �A@ k denotes the

new value ± %(� / of each variable �|d�P after an execution of the transition. Execution
of a transition causes the clock ����� to progress by 1 time unit. A configuration ³ of< is a pair

s ³�´ � ³���y where ³�´ is a state and ³�� 1 s i9tA�utAµ¤¶^k v3wCx � q`µ¤¶Wy is a history.
³ 4©·U¸ � ¹C� º»� ¸½¼U¾�¿ denotes a one-step transition along edge

s°¯ �I±��H²�� ¯ �Uy in < satisfying:

– The state
¯

is set to a new location, i.e., ³�´ 1 ¯ �'¿ ´ 1 ¯ � ~
– The enabling condition is satisfied, i.e., t ² t µ ¶ holds under the history ³`� .
– The clock ����� progresses by one time unit, i.e., q�À ¶ 1 q�µ ¶ 5©@ .
– The history ³ � is extended to ¿ � by adding the resulting values (given by the

assignment ± ) of the Boolean variables after the transition. That is, for all �|d?P ,
for all ¢ , �X! ¢ ! q`µ ¶ , history ¿ � is consistent with history ³ � ; i.e., tA�utEÀ ¶ %(¢ /W1t��utAµ ¶ %(¢ / . In addition, ¿ � extends ³�� ; i.e., for each �XdTP , t��ut:À ¶ %(q�À ¶ /�1Á± %O� / .

We write ³ 4Â¿ if ³ can reach ¿ by a one-step transition. A path ³ � K0KAK ³`� satisfies³ £ 4 ³ £ } � for each
¥
. We write ³�Ã ¿ if ³ reaches ¿ through a path. ³ is initial if

the current time is 0, i.e., qÄµB¶ 1 �
. There are only finitely many initial configurations.

Denote Å 1 i s ³ �'¿ y S ³ is initial � ³XÃ ¿ k .
Let < be a past machine as specified above. < , starting from an initial configu-

ration ³ (i.e., with ����� 1 �
) can be simulated by a counter machine with reversal-

bounded counters. In the following, we will show the construction. Each enabling con-
dition ² on an edge Æjd  of < is a closed past-formula. From Theorem 3, each ²
can be associated with a number of Boolean functions ¨�º � ¨ � � º �0KAKAK0� ¨��3� º , and a num-
ber of Boolean variables § º � �AKAK0KA� § º � (updated while ����� progresses). ² itself can be
considered as a Boolean variable § º . We use a primed form to indicate the previ-
ous value of a variable – here, a variable changes with time progressing. Thus, from
Theorem 3,1 these variables are updated as, § º S 1 ¨�ºH%(P � § º � � �0KAK0KA� § º � � / and for all § º £§ º £

S 1 ¨ £ � ºH%(P � § º � � �AKAK0K�� § º � � / ~ Thus, < can be simulated by a counter machine <¬� as
follows. < � is exactly the same as < except that each test of an enabling condition of

1 We simply use Ç to indicate the current values of È)É8Ç with the assumption that the “current
time” can be figured out from the context.



² in < is replaced by a test of a Boolean variable § º in <Ê� . Furthermore, whenever <
executes a transition, <n� does the following (sequentially):

– increase the counter ����� by 1,
– change the values of Boolean variables �XdTP according to the assignment given in

the transition in < ,
– for each enabling condition of ² in < , <n� has Boolean variables § º � § º � �0KAKAK0� § º � .<Ê� updates (as given above) § º � �AK0KAK0� § º � and § º for each ² . Of course, during the

process, the new values of �XdP will be used, which were already updated above.

The initial values of Boolean variables �d|P , § º and § ºË can be assigned using the
initial values of ��d�P in ³ . <n� contains only one counter ����� , which never reverses.
Essentially <Ê� is a finite state machine augmented by one reversal-bounded counter.
It is obvious that <n� faithfully simulates < . A configuration ¿ can be encoded as a
string composed of the control state ¿uÌ , the current time q À�¶ (as a unary string), and
the history concatenated by the values of �
d�P at time

�X! ¢ ! q�À�¶ . All components
are separated by a delimiter “#” as follows:@ ÀJÍAÎ&Ï � Î K0KAK Î&Ï �CÐ ¶ Î @ � Ð ¶
where ÏÒÑ is a binary string with length V P V indicating the values of all �Yd�P at ¢ . Thus,
a set of configurations can be considered as a language. Denote Å µ to be the set of
configurations ¿ with ³YÃ ¿ . Then,

Theorem 4. Å µ is accepted by a reversal-bounded nondeterministic multicounter ma-
chine.

Since there are only finitely many initial configurations, Å 1 i s ³ �H¿ y S ³ initial �¿ dnÅ µ k can be accepted by a reversal-bounded nondeterministic multicounter ma-
chine.

Theorem 5. Å is accepted by a reversal-bounded nondeterministic multicounter ma-
chine.

The reason that past machines are simple is that they contain only closed past for-
mulas. Thus, we have to extend past machines by allowing a number of clock variables
in the system, as shown in the next section.

5 Past Pushdown Timed Automata: A More Complex Case

Past machines can be extended by allowing extra free variables, in addition to ����� , in
an enabling condition. We use Ó 1 i3Z � �AK0KAK0� Z � klÔjQ to denote the variables other than����� . A past pushdown timed automaton < is a tuple

s L � P � Ó � = �H®� �����$y where L
and P are the same as those for a past machine. Ó is a finite set of clocks with �����ÕodTÓ
and = is a finite stack alphabet. Each edge, from state

¯
to state

¯ � , in  is denoted bysO¯ �HÖ��E±�� %.× � ×F� /:�I²�� ¯ �Uy ~ ² and ± have the same meaning as in a past machine, though the
enabling condition ² may contain, in addition to ����� , free (clock) variables in Ó . Ö Ô+Ó



denotes a set of clock jumps. 2 Ö may be empty. The stack operation is characterized by
a pair %.× � ×F� / with ×�dT= and ×F��d=�> . That is, replacing the top symbol of the stack ×
by a word × � . A configuration ³ of < is a tuple

s ³�´ � ³�� � ³`Ø � ³�ÙÄy where ³�´ is a state,³ � is a history as defined in a past machine, and ³ Ø d�%°{2} /   Ø   is a valuation of clock
variables Ó . We use ³`Ú to denote the value of Z�d|Ó under this configuration. ³ Ù d�=�>
indicates the stack content.³ 4+·ª¸ � ÛH� ¹C�Ü�«Ý�� Ý ¼ � � º»� ¸ ¼ ¾�¿ denotes a one-step transition along edge

s°¯ �IÖ��I±�� %(× � ×�� /:�H²'� ¯ �ªy
in < satisfying:

– The state
¯

is set to a new location, i.e., ³�´ 1 ¯ �'¿ ´ 1 ¯ � ~
– The enabling condition is satisfied, i.e., t ² t µ ¶ � ��� µ9Þ �½Ø � holds for any � . That is, ²

is evaluated under the history ³`� and replacing each free clock variable ZYd�Ó by
the value ³ Ú in the configuration ³ .

– Each clock changes according to the edge given.ß If Ö1�à , i.e., there are no clock jumps on the edge, then the now-clock pro-
gresses by one time unit. That is, q�À ¶ 1 q`µ ¶ 5+@ . All the other clocks do not
change; i.e., for each Z�d�Ó , ¿ Ú 1 ³�Ú .ß If Ö o1áà , then all the clocks in Ö jump to ����� , and the other clocks do not
change. That is, for each Zed Ö , ¿ Ú 1 q µB¶ . In addition, for each Zmod Ö ,¿ Ú 1 ³ Ú , and the clock ����� does not progress, i.e., q�À�¶ 1 q�µ¤¶ .

– The history is updated similarly as for past machines. That is,ß If Öe1âà , then ����� progresses, for all �ãdäP , for all ¢ , �m! ¢ ! q�µ ¶ ,t��ut:À ¶ %(¢ /21 t��utAµ ¶ %.¢ / , and t��ut:À ¶ %(q�À ¶ /21©± %(� / .ß If Ö o1Áà , then ����� does not progress, for all �XdTP , for all ¢ , ��! ¢ ! qÄµ¤¶X� @ ,t��ut:À ¶ %(¢ /21 t��utAµ ¶ %.¢ / , and t��ut:À ¶ %(q�À ¶ /21Á± %O� / . Thus, even though the now-
clock does not progress, the current values of variables �ed¬P may change
according to the assignment ± .

– According to the stack operation %.× � ×6� /:� the stack word ³`Ù is updated to ¿ Ù .

³ is initial if the stack word is empty and all clocks including ����� are 0. Similar
to the case for past machines, we define ³Ã ¿ and Å . Again, Å can be considered as
a language by encoding a configuration into a string. The main result in this section is
that Å can be accepted by a reversal-bounded NPCM. The major difference between a
past machine and a past pushdown timed automaton is that the enabling condition on
an edge in the past pushdown timed automaton is not necessarily a closed past formula.
The proof, which can be found in [11], shows that an enabling condition ² with free
variables in Ó can be made closed.

Theorem 6. The set Å of a past pushdown timed automaton can be accepted by a
reversal-bounded NPCM.

The importance of the automata-theoretic characterization of Å is that the Pres-
burger safety properties over clocks and stack word counts are decidable. We use ¿ to

2 Here we use clock jumps (i.e., åzæ çéè�êAë ) instead of clock resets ( åzæ çÕì ). The reason is
that, in this way, the start time of a transition can be directly modeled as a clock. Obviously, a
transform from å to è6ê0ëîí
å will give a ”traditional” clock with resets.



denote variables ranging over configurations. We use ï �Hð6�Hñ to denote variables rang-
ing over control states, clock values and stack words, respectively. Note that ¿ Ú'ò , ¿ Ì
and ¿ Ù are still used to denote the value of clock Z £ , the control state and the stack
word of ¿ . We use a count variable Î®v9% ñY/ to denote the number of occurrences of a
character �d�= in a stack word variable ñ . An NPCM-term ¢ is defined as follows: 3

¢ SUS 1 � V ï VJózV Î8v9% ¿ Ù /NVJ¿ ] ò V�¿ Ì V ¢2�?¢ V ¢ 5 ¢ , where � is an integer and ��dî= .
An NPCM-formula ô is defined as follows: ô SUS 1 ¢ � � V ¢ mod � 1 � V3c ô V ô b ô �
where �zo1 �

is an integer. Thus, ô is a Presburger formula over control state variables,
clock value variables and count variables. The Presburger safety analysis problem is:
given a past pushdown timed automata and an NPCM-formula ô , is there a reachable
configuration satisfying ô ? From Theorem 1, Theorem 2, Theorem 6, and the proof of
the Theorem 10 in [15], we have,

Theorem 7. The Presburger safety analysis problem for past pushdown timed au-
tomata is decidable.

Because of Theorem 7, the following statement can be verified:
“A given past pushdown timed automaton can reach a configuration satisfying Z � �Z �25jD Z � � Î v %.� / � 7 Î8õ3%.� / .”

where Z � , Z � , and Z � are clocks and � is the stack word in the configuration. Obviously,
Theorem 6 and Theorem 7 still hold when a past pushdown timed automaton is aug-
mented with a number of reversal-bounded counters, i.e., a past reversal-bounded push-
down timed automaton. The reason is as follows. In the proof of Theorem 6, clocks in
a past pushdown timed automaton are simulated by reversal-bounded counters. There-
fore, by replacing past-formulas in a past pushdown timed automaton with Boolean
formulas in the proof, a past pushdown timed automaton is simulated by a reversal-
bounded NPCM. When a number of reversal-bounded counters are added to the past
pushdown timed automaton, the automaton can still be simulated by a reversal-bounded
NPCM: clocks are simulated by reversal-bounded counters and the added reversal-
bounded counters remain. Hence, Theorem 6 and Theorem 7 still hold for past reversal-
bounded pushdown timed automata. An unrestricted counter is a special case of a push-
down stack. Therefore, the results for past reversal-bounded pushdown timed automata
imply the same results for past timed automata with a number of reversal-bounded
counters and an unrestricted counter. These results are helpful in verifying Presburger
safety properties for history-dependent systems containing parameterized (unspecified)
integer constants, as illustrated by the example in the next section.

6 An Example

This section considers an ASTRAL specification [22] of a railroad crossing system,
which is a history-dependent and parameterized real-time system with a Presburger
safety property that needs to be verified. The system description is taken from [17].
The system consists of a set of railroad tracks that intersect a street where cars may

3 Control states can be interpreted over a bounded range of integers. Therefore, an arithmetic
operation on control states is well-defined.



cross the tracks. A gate is located at the crossing to prevent cars from crossing the
tracks when a train is near. A sensor on each track detects the arrival of trains on
that track. The critical requirement of the system is that whenever a train is in the
crossing the gate must be down, and when no train has been in between the sensors
and the crossing for a reasonable amount of time, the gate must be up. The complete
ASTRAL specification of the railroad crossing system can be found in [22] and at
http://www.cs.ucsb.edu/ ö dang. The ASTRAL specification was proved to
be correct by using the PVS-based ASTRAL theorem prover [22] and was tested by a
bounded-depth symbolic search technique [14].

The ASTRAL specification looks at the railroad crossing system as two interactive
modules or process specifications: Gate and Sensor. Each process has its own (pa-
rameterized) constants, local variables and transition system. Requirement descriptions
are also included as a part of a process specification. ASTRAL is a rich language and
has strong expressive power. For a detailed introduction to ASTRAL and its formal
semantics the reader is referred to [8, 10, 22]. For the purpose of this paper, we will
show that the Gate process can be modeled as a past pushdown timed automaton with
reversal-bounded counters. By using the results in the previous section, a Presburger
safety property specified in Gate can be automatically verified.

We look at an instance of the Gate process by considering the specification with
one railroad track (i.e., n track=1, and therefore there is only one Sensor process
instance.) and assigning concrete values to parameterized constants as follows (in order
to make the enabling conditions in the process in the form of past formulas):

raise dur=1, up dur=1, lower dur=1, down dur=1,
raise time=1, lower time=1, response time=1, RIImax=6.

But two constants wait time and RImax remain parameterized.

~ train_in_R

raised raising

lowering lowered

train_in_R

{z}

train_in_R

~train_in_R

{y}

n1 n2

n3 n4

n5 n6

train_in_R

~train_in_R

now-y >= raise_time

now-z >= lower_time

now-z < lower_time

now-y < raise_time

Fig. 1. The transition system of a Gate instance represented as a timed automaton

The transition system of the Gate process can be represented as the timed automa-
ton shown in Figure 1. The local variable position in Gate has four possible values.
They are raised, raising, lowering and lowered, which are represented by



nodes � ��� � �C� � � and � � in the figure, respectively. There are two dummy nodes ��÷ and��ø in the graph, which will be made clear in a moment. The initial node is � � . That is,
the initial position of the gate is raised.

The transitions lower, down, raise and up in the Gate process are repre-
sented in the figure as follows. Each transition includes a pair of entry and exit asser-
tions with a nonzero duration associated with each pair. The entry assertion must be
satisfied at the time the transition starts, whereas the exit assertion will hold after the
time indicated by the duration from when the transition fires. The transition lower,

TRANSITION lower
ENTRY [ TIME : lower_dur ]
˜ ( position = lowering | position = lowered )
& EXISTS s: sensor_id ( s.train_in_R )

EXIT
position = lowering,

corresponds to the edges
s � � � � ÷ y and

s � ÷ � ���0y , or the edges
s � � � � ÷ y and

s � ÷ � ���3y . The
clock Z is used to indicate the end time ùBú6û %°ü¤ýCþ�ÿ�� / (of transition lower) used in
transition down. Whenever the transition lower completes, Z jumps to ����� . Thus, a
dummy node ��÷ is introduced such that Z jumps on the edge

s ��÷ � � � y to indicate the
end of the transition lower. On an edge without clock jumps (such as

s � ��� ��÷0y ands � �J� ��÷0y ), ����� progresses by one time unit. Thus, the two edges
s � �J� ��÷3y and

s � �B� ��÷3y
indicate the duration lower dur of the transition lower (recall the parameterized
constant lower dur was set to be 1.).

Similarly, transition raise corresponds to the edges
s ��� � � ø y and

s � ø � � � y , or the
edges

s �u� � � ø y and
s � ø � � � y . The other two transitions down and up correspond to the

edges
s ��� � �u��y and

s � � � � � y , respectively. Idle transitions need to be added to indicate
the behavior of the process when no transition is enabled and executing. They are rep-
resented by self-loops on nodes � ��� � �J� � � and � � in the figure.

Besides variable position, Gate has an imported variable train in R, which
is a local variable of the Sensor process, to indicate an arrival of a train. Gate has
no control over the imported variable. That is, train in R can be either true or false
at any given time, even though we do not explicitly specify this in the figure. But not
all the execution sequences of the Gate process are intended. For instance, consider
the scenario that train in R has value ¢���§�Æ at ����� 1 D and the value changes toR � ² ¯ Æ at ����� 1áG . This change is too fast, since the gate position at ����� 1 G
may be lowering when the change happens. At ����� 1 G , the train had already
crossed the intersection. This is bad, since the gate was not in the fully lowered position
lowered. Thus, the imported variable clause is needed to place extra requirements on
the behaviors of the imported variable. The requirement essentially states that once the
sensor reports a train’s arrival, it will keep reporting a train at least as long as it takes
the fastest train to exit the region. By substituting for the parameterized constants and
noticing that there is only one sensor in the system, the imported variable clause in the
ASTRAL specification can be written as����� � @ ,����
	��u%�������0ú �3ú � � �����+� @3/�1 ¢���§�Æ-,��������3ú �3ú � 1 R � ² ¯ Æ4

����� � *N, � ¢�%.¢ � �����+�?*-,
¢W	������ 4 �
�
	��u%�����
�3ú �3ú � � ¢ /�1 ¢���§�Æ / ~



We use
R

to denote this clause. It is easy to see that
R

is a past formula. Figure 1 can be
modified by adding

R
to the enabling condition of each edge. The resulting automaton

is denoted by < .
It is easy to check that < does rule out the unwanted execution sequences shown

above. Now we use clock � to indicate the (last) change time of the imported vari-
able train in R. A proper modification to < can be made by incorporating clock� into the automaton. The resulting automaton, denoted by <f� , is a past pushdown
timed automaton without the pushdown stack. Recall that the process instance has two
parameterized constants wait time and RImax. Therefore, < � is augmented with
two reversal-bounded counters wait time and RImax to indicate the two constants.
These two counters remain unchanged during the computations of <m� (i.e., 0-reversal-
bounded). They are restricted by the axiom clause ¦ of the process:

wait_time >= raise_dur + raise_time + up_dur
& RImax >= response_time + lower_dur +

lower_time + down_dur + raise_dur
& RImax >= response_time + lower_dur +

lower_time + down_dur + up_dur

recalling that all the constants in the clause have concrete values except wait time
and RImax.

The first conjunction of the schedule clause of the process instance specifies a safety
property such that the gate will be down before the fastest train reaches the crossing;
i.e., %��������3ú �3ú � 1 ¢���§ Æj, �������?� �

���������&� @�/-4 ��ý�	������JýJú 1 üBýCþ�ÿ��6ÿBû ~ We
use � to denote this formula. Notice that � is a non-region property (since RImax is
a parameterized constant). Verifying this part of the schedule clause is equivalent to
solving the Presburger safety analysis problem for <¬� (augmented with two reversal-
bounded counters) with the Presburger safety property ¦ 4 � over the clocks and the
reversal-bounded counters. From the result of the previous section, this property can be
automatically verified.
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